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Abstract
Steganography is the practice of hiding a secret message in a cover message such that
the cover stays indiscernible after hiding and only the intended recipients can extract the
secret from it. Traditional image steganography techniques hide the secret image into
high-frequency regions of the cover images. These techniques typically result in lower
embedding ratios and easy detection. In this paper, we propose VStegNET, a video
steganography network that extracts spatio-temporal features using 3D-CNN and microbottleneck (Hourglass) which is the first of its kind in the literature of video steganography. The proposed network hides M × N (RGB) secret video frames into same sized
cover video frames. We have trained our model on UCF 101 action recognition video
dataset and evaluated its performance using various quantitative metrics (APD, PSNR,
and SSIM) and compared it with previous the state-of-the-art. Furthermore, we have also
presented a detailed analysis, supporting the proposal’s superiority over image steganography models. Finally, several standard steganalysis tools like StegExpose, SRNET, etc.
have been used to justify the steganographic capabilities of VStegNET.
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Introduction

Data on the Internet is growing exponentially, and it is vital to ensure the security and ownership of that data. Steganography and Cryptography [12] are practices of ensuring the security
of confidential data on public channels. Unlike cryptography, steganography provides covert
communication which does not attract intruders. Steganography is the practice of concealing
a secret message into an ordinary cover message such that only the intended recipients are
aware of the secret message [1, 9, 10, 23, 33].
The basic principle and pipeline of video steganography is shown in Fig.1. Traditional
algorithms in steganography mainly focus on images and use distortion functions to hide the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Covert communication and Basic Video Steganography pipeline.
fixed payload into images. One of the earliest and most simple methods is the Least Significant Bit (LSB) replacement steganography [19] where secrets are hidden by replacing LSBs
of covers. However, this is prone to statistical analysis as one can easily find the secret by
analyzing the LSBs of covers. Later, the research shifted towards designing better distortion
functions for steganography. The highly undetectable steganography (HUGO) [23] uses a
distortion function based on the weighted difference of Subtractive Pixel Adjacency Matrix
(SPAM) [22] feature vectors. Wavelet Obtained Weights (WOW) [9] uses an additive distortion function to hide data in highly textured or noisy regions of the cover. S-Uniward [10]
uses universal wavelet relative distortion to embed the secret in an arbitrary domain, But
these conventional methods are generally not able to hide more than 0.4 bpp payload into the
images and are also unable to handle adversarial attacks.
Recent approaches involve convolutional neural networks [1, 30, 31] which are capable
of hiding a significant number of bits-per-pixel (bpp) in cover images without any abrupt
change in its appearance. Zhu et al. [33] proposed a CNN based method to hide fixed bit
messages into greyscale images. There are some generative adversarial network (GAN) [6]
based methods [5, 7, 13, 29, 32] that use a discriminator network to en-corporate an adversarial loss in training to improve quality as well as capability to handle adversaries.
Generally, videos would be capable of embedding more data in comparison to images, as
they have a temporal component which typically comprises of small optical motion making
the data redundant and easier to store. Also, thanks to the fast network technologies today,
video is the most popular form of digital media consumed on the Internet. Therefore, it is a
more suitable medium to embed secret messages. Weng et al. [30] introduced the concept of
convolutional neural network (CNN) to video steganography for the first time. They did it
with temporal residual modeling for utilizing properties of videos but used a 2D-CNN, which
may not be as suitable as 3D-CNNs due to lack of motion modeling [28]. As 3D convolution
has been used for medical image segmentation [14], human action recognition [15] and video
classification [16] and therefore, it can be used in steganography as well.
In this paper, we have exploited 3D-CNN to learn spatio-temporal feature for video
steganography. The key contributions are as follows:
• Proposed a novel framework for video steganography using 3D-CNN and microbottleneck (VStegNET).
• Rigorously tested and analyzed VStegNET’s ability to handle adversarial attacks by
conventional as well as deep learning-based steganalysis tools.
• Quantitative performance evaluation using standard performance metrics at the frame,
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video, and dataset level to compare with recent state-of-the-art NIPS-Image model [1]
and Video-2018 model [30].
• Experimental analysis of VStegNET via. capacity, failure-cases, drawbacks, and layerwise activation visualizations to validate VStegNET performance and generalization.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2, presents the proposed VStegNET.
The results, performance, and comparison with previous methods have been discussed in
Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes our proposal.

Figure 2: VStegNET proposed architecture: V HN receives 8 CV F and 8 SV F as input, and
produces a CV B of 8 frames as output. V RN reconstructs a RSV B of 8 frames from CV B.
V HN and V RN are jointly trained to minimize loss L.

2

The Proposed Video Steganography VStegNET Model

Previously, image models have used CNNs to hide data in images [1]. They can also be used
to hide data in any video frame-by-frame. Due to a spatio-temporal relation between video
frames, we propose VStegNET comprising of a 3D-CNN based autoencoder network for
data hiding as well as revealing for the task of steganography. In this section, we describe
the proposed VStegNET, as shown in Fig. 2.
[2.1] Network specifications: Our model consists of two connected networks whose specifications are described in Fig. 3. The first one is the Video Hiding Network (V HN), which
is a 3D-CNN based on Hourglass [20] network. It extracts spatio-temporal features from
temporally concatenated cover and secret frames (CV F and SV F) to construct a block of
container video frames (CV B) as output. The second is the Video Revealing Network (V RN)
which is similar to V HN in architecture but takes CV B as input and produces a block of
revealed secret RSV B frames as output.
[2.2] Network design: As seen in Fig. 3, the input dimensions of V HN and V RN are
16 × 320 × 240 × 3 and 8 × 320 × 240 × 3 respectively. Since 3D-CNN takes multiple but
fixed numbers of frames as a clip, we decided on 8 frames each from cover and secret video
to generate a training sample, empirically. A larger number of frames increases the amount
of new information present in a training sample. This makes training the network difficult
or requires a bigger network. A smaller number of frames does not allow the network to
exploit its potential of cramming more data efficiently in frames having redundant information. The networks V HN and V RN are 3D-CNN based autoencoders utilizing micro-level
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Figure 3: Detailed VStegNET’s Hiding and Revealing Network Architecture
bottle-neck features [20] designed to capture feature information at each scale, in local as
well as global context. The V HN takes temporally concatenated cover and secret frames
as input to maintain temporal sequences for 3D-CNN as well as to spread the secret in all
cover frames, rather than hiding frame-by-frame. Skip connections are used to preserve the
spatio-temporal information at each resolution. These features are provided through another
convolutional layer to the up-sampling layers for facilitating reconstruction optimally. This
makes it different from a simple U-Net architecture [24]. The bottleneck size of V HN is
4 × 20 × 15 × 512 while that of V RN is 2 × 20 × 15 × 512 adjusted empirically over the training data. Each 3D-convolutional block extracts spatio-temporal features and passes them to
the next block after max-pooling to a lower resolution, both spatially and temporally. Every
convolution kernel is of size 3 × 3 × 3 with ReLU [18] activation function, and feature size
only changes after max-pooling and up-sampling layers. After reaching the lowest resolution, the network has a sequence of up-sampling layers with skip connections where features
are concatenated across the channel. The network topology is symmetric, for smooth and
fast autoencoder learning. To reach the output resolution, one convolution layer of 3 × 3 × 3
with 3 kernels are applied at the last layer to reconstruct the desired output frames. The only
difference between the architecture of V HN and V RN is one extra-temporal pooling, in order
to make it suitable for corresponding concatenation.
[2.3] Significance of 3D-CNN and Hourglass Network: The spatio-temporal features can
relate time as well as space together. In addition to the local spatial features present in a
frame, it also correlates adjacent frame features and can represent the video bottleneck much
more effectively. However, 2D-CNNs, do not capture such temporal dependencies between
adjacent frames. Another major problem of deep networks is over-fitting and vanishing
gradients [27]. The micro-bottleneck based Hourglass networks have long as well as short
skip connections that are capable of addressing these issues by easing the flow of gradients
to distant layers [20]. Lastly, as auto-encoders shrink inputs to very low resolutions, skip
connections help in reconstruction.
[2.4] Loss Function: The loss function of VStegNET is defined in Eq.1.
cover
secret
Loss(C,C0 , S, S0 ) = Lrecon
+ β ∗ Lrecon
= k C −C0 k2 + β ∗ k S − S0 k2

(1)

where C, C0 , S, S0 are cover, container, secret and revealed secret respectively. The parameter
β is introduced to bias the reconstruction of container frames, as it is the primary objective
of any covert communication. This regularizes VStegNET’s learning.
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Experimental Analysis

[3.1] Dataset specifications: The UCF101 dataset [25], contains 13,320 videos with plenty
of variations in action, camera motion, background cluttering, object appearance and pose,
object scale, illumination etc. Each video frame is of the shape (320 × 240 × 3).
[3.2] Video Sampling: Videos are split into frames, and then one video each for cover
and secret are selected from the training set, at random. As every video consists of the
different number of frames, temporal equalization has been done as follows. Assuming N1
and N2 are number of frames in the randomly chosen cover and secret video, the highest
multiple of 8, that is lower than the minimum of N1 and N2 is choose as N, defined as
N = min(N1 , N2 ) − min(N1 , N2 ) mod 8. N cover and secret frames are then fed to VStegNET.
[3.3] Training and Testing specifications: End-to-end training has been done on NVIDIA
Geforce 1080 Ti using Adam [17] optimizer with α = 10−4 , to minimize the reconstruction
loss (Eq.1). Out of all dataset videos, 10,000 are used to generate training cover, and secret
pairs (total possible pairs = C210,000 ) and remaining are used for testing. It was observed that
VStegNET converged rapidly after training on just 5000 video pairs and generalized well
over unseen test pairs. While testing, 500 video pairs were sampled on random, multiple
times from the test-set with 140 frames per video on average. The results reported in order
to justify VStegNET’s accuracy and generalization, are averaged over all these test samples.
[3.4] Results: VStegNET was trained for two values of β viz. 0.75 and 1.0. Few results
(good, median, and poor) of our model with β = 0.75 on the test set are shown in Fig. 4. All
other comparisons that follow are also made with that model unless stated otherwise. Few
bad results from our model are analysed and explained in Fig. 10.

Figure 4: First row: A good test case having no visual artifacts in the reconstructed cover
and secret. Middle Row: A medium case having almost no visual artifacts. Last row: A bad
case when there are abrupt changes in frames. For details, see Fig. 10.
[3.5] Quantitative Performance Analysis: The performance evaluation using three metrics
viz. Average Pixel Discrepancy (APD) (average absolute pixel difference (out of 255) between original and reconstructed images, per pixel), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) [11]
and Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) [11], corresponding to Fig. 4 can be seen in
Table. 1, for frame as well as video level. The overall mean results for all frames from all test
sets are also summarized in the Table. 1. The (µ, σ ) of APD, PSNR and SSIM for (C,C0 )
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and (S, S0 ) are [(3.17, 1.25), (5.77, 2.00)], [(35.67, 3.20), (30.07, 2.66)], [(0.94, 0.04), (0.92,
0.04)] respectively. The trade-off between secret and cover reconstruction performance can
be made by adjusting β . Fig. 5 shows the histograms of these performance metrics obtained
on the overall aggregated test set. A single frame anomaly is not representative of the overall
video quality, which is usually good. Frames which have high PSNR and SSIM and low
APD values show less visual artifacts, in general.
[3.6] Comparative Performance Analysis: In Table 2 , we report the comparative results of
traditional LSB [19], along with with an image-level deep learning model recently proposed
at NIPS [1] and a video level 2018 model [30] with VStegNET. APD was the only metric
on which we could compare all these models. A sample visual comparison of our model’s
outputs of V HN and V RN with [1] has been shown in Fig. 9. Note that all results of the
image model are calculated after training the implementation of [1] on our dataset until
convergence.
Table 1: The APD, PSNR and SSIM values of the test samples shown in Fig. 4.

Good
Medium
Bad
Testset Mean

APD
(C, C’)
(S, S’)
Frame Video Frame Video
0.96
1.74
3.80
4.56
3.07
2.69
4.39
4.96
19.30
3.57
13.28
7.16
3.17
5.77

PSNR
(C, C’)
(S, S’)
Frame Video Frame Video
44.67 40.74 33.38 31.78
36.03 36.72 32.97 31.66
20.04 35.01 21.78 28.84
35.67
30.07

SSIM
(C, C’)
(S, S’)
Frame Video Frame Video
0.98
0.97
0.98
0.97
0.88
0.90
0.95
0.94
0.87
0.96
0.87
0.92
0.94
0.92

Figure 5: Histograms showing the APD, PSNR and SSIM distribution on test set.
[3.7] Where is the Secret encoded? Our model stores the secret frames not only spatially
but also temporally within container frames. When container produced by VStegNET are fed
into the revealing network of the image steganography model [1] (trained on our dataset until
convergence), it cannot decode the embedded secret from containers as shown in Fig. 8. This,
however, also means that if someone mishandles (crops, adds noise, deletes frames, etc.) our
container video, one can lose the hidden secret. But VStegNET can be naturally extended to
handle these attacks using standard procedures of redundancy spatially and temporally. For
analysis of spatial and temporal storage of secret frames in the cover frames refer Fig. 6.
[3.8] What does the model see? Fig. 7 shows the journey of adjacent cover and secret frames
through our model’s convolutional layers (i.e., activation map). We can see the gradual
and uniform mixing/blending of cover and secret frames. These activation maps provide
meaningful insights into how our model perceives its input and what changes does it make
at each stage.
[3.9] Capacity: The embedding capacity in steganography is usually defined in term of
bits per pixel (bpp) which is the number of bits required to store one pixel of an image.
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Figure 6: Non-sequential randomly selected frames (first row) fed to VStegNET, produce
poor container and revealed secret frames (second row) showing that secret is hidden in
multiple frames instead of just one using a 3D-CNN, showing resistance to secret revelation
using 2D-CNN based models. Image model [1] does not face this problem (third row), but
is prone to secret revelation.

Figure 7: Activation maps produced by convolution filters from the last layers of each block.

Figure 8: Revealing network of [1] produces useless results when containers generated by
VStegNET are fed to it. This demonstrates that secrets hidden by VStegNET cannot be
revealed by other image-based networks.

In conventional steganographic methods, a fixed number of bits of the secret message were
hidden in images, which was typically less than 0.4 bpp [5, 9, 10, 23]. This is a small
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amount of information, undermining the ability of images to store large amounts of data.
The average bpp of secret test data was 10.51, that got hidden in the cover. Currently, we
do not address mishandling of containers e.g., noising, cropping, which requires redundant
spatial and temporal embedding. That would obviously reduce the embedding capacity.
Table 2: APD values: The values for LSB and
video model are taken from [30] as their code
was not available. The image model [1] was
trained and tested on our dataset.
Model
LSB [19]
NIPS, 2017 [1]
Video, 2018 [30]
Ours (β = 0.75)
Ours (β = 1.0)

k C −C0 k
6.64
6.31
3.80
3.17
3.56

k S − S0 k
8.64
4.97
5.84
5.77
4.89

Table 3: Classification results: SVM was
trained with default parameters. Pretrained ResNet50 and Inception-v3 models were fine-tuned for the task.
Classifier
SVM on SPAM
ResNet50
Inception-v3

Accuracy
53.3
49.7
55.4

Figure 9: Visual comparison of our model with [1]. First row: Containers, Second Row:
Revealed Secrets. A 135 × 135 patch is zoomed to show superior results.
[3.10] Steganalysis: The test of robustness against discoverability is a parallel field of
steganography called steganalysis. We used the well known steganographic feature extractor tool called Subtractive Pixel Adjacency Matrix (SPAM) [21] to extract features from our
container and cover frames. It produces a 686-dimensional vector for each input image.
These feature vectors can then be trained on a classifier to identify traces of steganography.
We obtained SPAM features of 20,000 cover and container frames from the test-set and tried
training a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [4] to distinguish between these feature vectors.
We also tried using the well-known ResNet50 [8] and Inception-v3 [26] models pre-trained
on ImageNet dataset. We used the deep conv features from these trained networks and tried
training a neural network to distinguish between those features. Both these binary classification tasks were aimed to see if existing techniques can be used to find features from
the images generated using VStegNet that can differentiate them from normal images. The
results of these experiments are summarized in Table 3, which show nothing better than random guessing. This shows our model’s robustness against steganalysis. This is for the case
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Figure 10: Highlighted (Yellow), Cover frames (First and Third row) are significantly different from adjacent frames, due to a shaky camera and light flash. The 3D conv-filter sees
three frames at a time, utilizing optical flow in the frames. Therefore the generated containers (Second and Fourth row) get severely affected. The last column shows containers (red)
generated using [1] which are better than corresponding frames from VStegNET because of
no temporal information flow in 2D-CNNs.

when labeled container frames generated from VStegNET, are not available, and someone
tries to inspect an image for steganography using some outlier detection techniques.
However, in case if labeled data is available (from VStegNET), it is possible for deep
CNNs to act as adversaries and differentiate between cover and container frames. For this
case too, we trained ResNet50 and Inception-v3 from end to end. We also trained a new
deep residual network for steganalysis, SRNet [3] for this task. We plotted the number of
training samples required for these adversarial networks to get an almost perfect accuracy of
detection. This is done in comparison with [30] (see Fig. 11(b),(c)). Here also, the proposed
VStegNET requires many more images as compared to other state-of-the-art techniques.
Finally, we also used a popular steganalysis tool called StegExpose [2] that seeks out the
information hidden in the LSBs of any image. We varied the threshold used by this algorithm
for the detection of steganographic images and plotted the ROC curve, for a fair comparison
of our results with [1] (NIPS image model) as shown in Fig. 11(a). One can observe that
again, VStegNET performs significantly better than [1]. This exhibits that our model is not
restrictive to hide data in LSBs of cover images.

(a) Comparative ROC curves for (b) ∼2000 training samples re- (c) VStegNET requires much more
StegExpose of VStegNET and [1]
quired for an adversary to differen- samples to train a perfect adversary.
tiate container and cover [30]

Figure 11: Comparative ROC curves and robustness analysis against adversarial attack.
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Conclusion and Future Work

To the best of our knowledge, VStegNET is the first of its kind in the literature of video
steganography. We have shown and compared the results of 2D-CNN based models with
VStegNET. We have demonstrated our model’s qualitative and quantitative performance and
also its anti-steganalysis abilities using various standard techniques. There can be several
natural extensions/improvements possible to our model such as embedding more data in the
covers, by modeling the redundancy in secret data separately, embedding other media types
like images, text, audio, etc. and adding adversarial loss for more resistance to steganalysis.
An advanced improvement would be to tackle container mishandling like introducing noise,
compressing or cropping video spatially and temporally, etc. by repetitive storage of secret
in the cover, both spatially and temporally, on which we plan to work ahead.
We have also made our code and other supplementary reading material for a detailed experimental analysis, public on Github. A short video showcasing our model’s performance can
be seen on YouTube.
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